YOUR UBC CARD IS YOUR LIBRARY CARD:
Flip it over to locate your barcode. It will likely begin with 29424.

YOUR LIBRARY ACCOUNT:
Log in to renew books and check your account status.

CONNECT FROM ANYWHERE:
Current UBC students can access Library resources from off-campus computers - anywhere, anytime. All you need is a valid Campus-Wide Login (CWL) or UBCcard barcode.
Access your course materials at courses.library.ubc.ca.

WORKSHOPS AND EVENTS
UBC Library offers research skills workshops on a number of topics at various times throughout the term. For a list of upcoming sessions visit: events.library.ubc.ca

ONLINE RESEARCH GUIDES
Need articles for a project and don’t know where to start? Search our subject-specific guides for help with your research: guides.library.ubc.ca

GREAT READS COLLECTION
The Great Reads program offers easy access to leisure-reading materials including Canadians, popular fiction and more. Browse online or in person: greatreads.library.ubc.ca

PUBLICLY-ACCESSIBLE OPEN COLLECTIONS
The Library's Open Collections include a wealth of digital resources that document diverse people, places and events. Begin your research: open.library.ubc.ca

Being a student can be complicated. We’re here to help.
Visit learningcommons.ubc.ca for secrets to academic success, loanable equipment, tech help and more.

The Chapman Learning Commons provides learning and technology support for undergraduate students.
Location is in Irving K. Barber Learning Centre, Level 3.

WANT TO TAKE YOUR LEARNING TO THE NEXT LEVEL?
Our Student Toolkits can help you with online learning, note taking, textbook reading, group work, and more. Drop by the Learning Commons Help Desk to speak with friendly student staff from a variety of faculties, and to find other peer-led academic support programs to connect with on campus!

TRouble with time management?
Discover resources on how to use your time effectively and adapt your study habits to fit your strengths on learningcommons.ubc.ca, or attend one of our peer-led workshops to learn from students who have been through the first-year experience!

NEED HELP WITH WRITING?
Book an appointment at the Centre for Writing and Scholarly Communication to talk about your writing with a writing consultant: writing.library.ubc.ca

PLAN YOUR ASSIGNMENT
Our online Assignment Calculators for Research Papers, Lab Reports and more help manage complicated assignments by breaking them down into a series of achievable steps. Just enter your start date and due date, and your plan appears: assignmentcalculators.library.ubc.ca

COPYRIGHT
Copyrighted materials are everywhere—you produce them, and you use them, every day.

Be responsible in your research and studies: know what you can and can’t do under copyright law and how copyright considerations play an important role in the creation and dissemination of your thesis/dissertation.

Infringing copyright is a serious matter.
Find information about copyright, UBC’s requirements and more: copyright.ubc.ca
WHERE ARE?
PC, Mac and multimedia workstations
Printers and photocopiers
Silent and quiet study areas
Group study rooms
Listening stations
Scanners
Laptop, camcorder and projector
Lending services
Device chargers
Tech supports

services.library.ubc.ca

Learning, knowledge, research, insight: welcome to UBC Library, the second largest research library in Canada. There’s something for everyone in our collections that include 9.1 million items.